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ABSTRACT 

These lectures present tome recent development! In the c-
model approach to the Gricn-Schwaniauperstrlng. Among the 
topics included are i) interpretation of the free superstring as 
a flat superspace tf-modol; 11) propagation or the auperstring in 
curved superepaee and 111] In the presence of background super 
Yang-Mi'ls fields. The role of the world-sheet fermloulc gauge 
symmetry needed to ensure consistent coupling to background 
fields is emphasized. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In these lectures we will study wine aspects or 2-dimensional non-linear a-
models in relation to ssperstring theories. Noa-Jbiear i?-raodels have been the 
focus of attention since the recent emergence*' of superstring theories as promis
ing: candidates far the unification of a)) known forces, Including gravity.2' One 
of the main reasons for this is the following. Since consistent superstring the
ories are formulated only in ID space-time dimensions, to mate contact with 
phenomenology one must carry through the program of dimensional redaction 
by which 6 of the 9 space dimensions are arranged to be invisible to us at present 
energies. Cme popular way of doing this is to curl up the extra 6 dimensions 
into a tiny compact apace with a length scale of the order of Planck length. To 
determine the geometrical properties (and other characteristics) of thb internal 
space one must study the solutions of the classical string Held theory equations. 
Since these equations are as yet unknown, one way to learn something about the 
vacuum solutions is to study string propagation In background gravitational (ard 
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possibly other) fields under the requirement c^cc^ormalinniriaRce,supersyin-
metry, etc.* This naturally leads one to study non-linear o^medeb. 4 - 1) One 
of the main results of the recent investigations along these Ones is that consis
tent backgroaiicls must satisfy classical (point particle) Geld theory equations of 
motion.5! Furthermore, remarkable connections tatween the symmetries of non
linear o-models and string theory have bean revealed. For example, anomalies 
in a-modcls have seen shown to In intimately connected with anomalies in the 
point particle limit of string field theory.*) There b therefore enough reason to 
believe that in the absence of a more appropriate framework, one stands to karn 
much about the properties of string theory by studying ff-modeta. 

There exist la the literature two different formulations of superstruigs which 
lead to two different kinds of non-linear C-modeU when background Gelds are 
included. The Nsven-Schwarz-Ramond (NSR) formulation7! of superstring the
ory possesses manifest Lorentz covarlance and world-sheet supersymmetry, but 
not space-time supersymmetiy. On the other hand, the Green-Sehwarz (GS) 
formulation8' is manifestly space-time supersymmetric, but it cannot be quan
tized cov&riantiy.'l Therefore, a manifestly Lorents covariant and space-time su-
pcrsymmetric formulation of superstring theory does not exist. One works with 
the NSR or GS formulation depending on the type of questions one is interested 
in. It is simpler to study cr-niodsl loop corrections in the NSR formulation. So 
most of the quantum calculations have been done In this formulation. The GS 
formulation, on the other hand, is more sultsd for studying questions of space-
time supersymmetry and It has b«tn used for this purpose. In these lectures 
we shall mostly be Interested In the symmetry properties of the superstring in 
the presence of background fields and, therefore, we shall be using only the GS 
formulation. 

An important aspect of the GS formulation Is the presence of world-sheet 
fennionk gauge symmetry in the theory, t , l 0l Thb gauge symmetry, convention
ally called the ic-syrometry, enable* one to gang* away the nnphyskal fermionk 
degrees of freedom of the auperstring. In the physical (light-tone) gaoge a global 
remnant of thk symmetry appears as the physical (space-time) supeisymmetry 
of the string. The it-symmetry b, therefore, crucial for a consistent coupling of 
the Eoperstrlng to background Gelds, As we shall see, ensuring that the non
linear <r-model describing such couplings be «-*yimnetrk b quite nan-trivial and 
puts restrictions on the kinds of possible backgrounds. In fact, already at the 
classical level, tile background fields are required to satisfy equation of motion 
of point particle field theory."""! 
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Because of the critical role that ic-symmetry plays in the ^S formulation, this 
symmetry will be the main focus of attention throughout these lectures. We will 
begin with an introduction to the GS formulation of the free sup erst ring.8' For the 
sake of definiteness (and because of its phenomcnological promise) we will restrict 
oiur attention to the helerotic BTjperstring."^ We will study the symmetries of this 
theory and discuss why ^-symmetry is crucial for the consistency of the theory. 
The GS aupevsirfog has been interpreted as a c-model denned on Bat super-
space and the corresponding non-linear ix-models have appropriately been called 
superspace ff-mod«ls.'&l We will discuss the reasons for this interpretation and 
construct the supers pace <x-model for the hcterotic superstrLng using asymmetry 
as our guide. Our treatment will include both background supergravity as well 
as super Yang-Mills fields. As mentioned earlier, we will find that asymmetry 
constrains the background fields to satisfy point-particle field theory equations 
of motion. Since we will use the economical language of superacids to construct 
the fiuperspace p-modcl? to s e f i how these constraints come about we will need 
to known the superspaee formulation of 10*dimcnsional N ~ 1 supergravity16] 
coupled to N = 1 super Yang-Milk theory.1'! In order to make these lectures as 
self-contained as possible a discussion of this theory is, therefore, also included. 
Finally, we will discuss some open problems and questions. 

2. FREE HETEROTIC STRING 

The basic variables describing the propagation of free heterotic string in the 
GS formulation are the space-time coordinates Xfl(r;) and the fermionic variables 
^&{£)i which constitute a single Majorana-Weyl fermion in 10 dimensions but 
transform as world-sheet scalars. The action is 

1 = i h j d'* [I -^»*vt vi "oi + £,i w ^ ^ ) ] (•) 
where 

V? = diX" + 3iS"T%^ , {2) 

Our notation and conventions are as follows: £' = (£° = r, £* ~ c) are the 
coordinates of a point on the world-sheet; g'i is the world-sheet metric with 
signature ( + , - ) and g = <kt jy-, £'' is the 2-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol 
(A"01 = +1); >)0t(a, b = 0 , 1 , . . . ,9) is 10-dimensiona! Minkowski metric with sig
nature [ + , - , . . . , - ) ; B" {a = 1,2,., .,16) are 16 real anticoaiJDUtrag variables; 
and or' is the slope parameter. We are using 16 x 16 dimensional representation 
for Dirac 7-matrices. In this representation the Dirac algebra is represented by 
two sets of it-matrices, {r°^} and {T"'l,'j, which we have chosen to be symmet
ric. The distinction between these two sets arises because there is no way the 
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fermionic indices can be raised or lowered. The Dirac algebra is 

i y W - ' + T^T'fl = 2n" ' « . (3) 

In addition to the X1 and 0" the beterotie string has gauge degrees of free
dom which may be represented either by 16 left-moving world-sheet and LorenU 
scalars or by 32 left-moving world-sheet Majorana-Weyl fermions and Lorentz 
scalars."' We shall work with the fcrmionic representation. In this representa
tion the contribution of the gauge degrees of freedom to the action is 

where V is the gauge index and ^ ' transforms either in the fundamental rep
resentation of SO(32), for the gauge group SO[32)jZs, or of the maximal sub
group SO(16) x SO(ie) of the other possible gauge group E^ x EB. Also, p' are 
2-dimensional Dirac 7-matrices satisfying the algebra 

{ p\ p>} = 2g'J . (5) 

Moreover, $s is real [Majorana condition) air* satisfies the Weyl condition 

P? P i V = Q , (6) 

where 

Because of the Majorana- Weyt condition on. T/I' , the connection term in the deriva--
tive in (4) does net contribute. 

The expressions given in (l) and (4) are manifest!/ invariant under 2-
dimensional general coordinate transformations. It Is convenient to partially 
fix this symmetry by going to the conibrmal gauge, 

s ' W ' e - 2 ' . (8) 
where rj , J ' = diag(+ll — l). In the rest of these lectures we will work in this gauge. 
We will also set a' =s l /2 for convenience. Then (l) and (4) take the form 

where we have used that 0* is real and satisfies (8). We have also used the 
notation, for any 2-dimcnsional vector Uj, v± = vo ± vj. In the conformal gauge 



the total action I + IYM, given by the sum of (9) and (10), must, of course, be 
appended by the Virasoro constraints that follow from the equation of motion 
for g'> obtained from the sum of (1) and (4). These constraints arc 

V= = 0 , ^ + 20 ' <5 +tf>*=0, (11} 

where V* = Vpr^ . 
The action I contains cubic and quartic interactions in X and 0. The dy

namics described by it would, therefore, appear to be quite complicated. This is, 
in fact, not actually the case. The reason is that this action possesses a fcrmionic 
gauge symmetry, the /c-sym.netry, which enables one to reduce it to a free theory 
in terms of physical variables. To see how this happens let us first study the 
symmetries of this action. 

2.1 Conform*! AcparomctrizaCions 

The gauge (8) is invariant under the conformal reparametrizations given by 

*t" = /*(£), 0 - / + = o = d t r , (iz) 

under which the conformal factor, (J, transforms as 

6p = -f%p- \[d+S+ + 3 - D • (13) 
4 

I io t therefore, invariant under the conformal transformations 

6X? = -fidiX*t M=-rdi$*t ^ ' = - W - - 3 + / V • {14) 
4 

Although V>* in a 2-dimensional spjnor in (4) the change in its transformation 
property in (14) is due to the fact that in going from (4) to (10) in the conformal 
gauge we have redefined V' to absorb a factor of e^ 2 in it, which gives the 
additional term in 6ips in (14). 
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2.2 Global N = 1 Space-Time Supersymmetry 

Here the transformations are 

GXa = €aTla& , 60a = £a . (15) 

The parameter of transformation £a is a constant 10-dimensional Majorana-Weyl 
spinor. To verify that / is invariant under (IS) one notices that V̂ ° is trivially 
invariant and, therefore, so is the first term in (9). The invariance of the second 
term follows if one uses the Fterz identity 

r^r - i + i>7r*5 + r.1 Brg, = o (ie) 

2.3 Fersnionic Gauge Symmetry (rc-symmetry) 

In this case the parameter of transformation, Kt-a, ia a 10-dimensional 
Majorana-Weyl fermian and a 2-d'i mens ion al vector, satisfying the self-duality 
condition 

P?Kja = 4 ( " ) 

Using the notation yf = VfTt^, the ^-transformation can be written as 

w ' B - i j r ; / , tB" = iyf 4 . (is) ; 

To verify that (9) is invariant under (18) one first shows that 6V? = 2a,«°r^«ff p j 
and then uses (16) to get ; 

51 = - J d*t V* d+eaK+a . 

This vanishes due to the Virasoro constraint Vl = 0, (11). Alternatively, the 
above variation in I can be cancelled by changing the transformations in (1.8) by 
a reparametrization with 

/" = -/'= 4fl 0 K + a , 3+K+O = 0 . 

Note that this is not a conformal reparametrization (under which I is invariant) 
since / J is not necessarily a function of £~ only. 

2A Gauge-Fixing 

We have already mentioned that the complicated-looking interactions in I 
are actually a gauge-artifact and that in the physical gauge I reduces to I free 
theory. Let us now see in more detail how that happens. 

| 
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The action (0) possesses two local (world-sheet) symmetries - the confor-
mal reparame nidations and asymmetry. To quantize this system one needs to 
gattge-Bx these symmetries. This is achieved by the following light-cone gauge 
conditions: 

J f + J O - ^ + ie+T, r y = 0 , (19) 

where s* and p* are respectively the cenler-or-mass coordinate and total momen
tum of the string and we have used the notation, (of any 10-diiaenMvual vector 
»*, w* « -JJ(B° ± t»*). (There Is no possibility of confusion between the '±' of 
2 dtmeastona and 10 dimensions because the reference will always be clear from 
the context.) The first of (10) fixes the freedom of conforxnal transformations 
and the second that or the w-transformatitms. It Is easy to v«iify that these two 
symmetries allow the gauge choice in (19] and that it fixes the gauge completely. 

In the llght-eono gauge / lakes the following simple form: 

fMm-Ljfl^ttfd^ + S'Tlfd+St}, S" = y/^$'. (20) 

(The index & takes on only the transverse values 1, 2, ..., 8.) We see that the 
Interactions have disappeared! This miracle happens because &\ST Jpfl* vanishes 
unless the index 'a' lakes ths value ' - ' . (This is because 

diPTift* = jWrjair+r- + r-r+)' ^ 

- \siiaV%6(T*T-)1' 7 C ( because of (19)) 
z 

• 0 , excopt whon '« = - ' . ) 

The light-cone action /''•'•) possesses a global Birporsymmetry which shows up in 
the spectrum of the theory. The possibility of such a symmetry arises because 
the light-cone gaugo condition T^C « 0 cuts down the number of 8 variables by 
half (because r + ° ' r + ^ = 0 and r+ is a matrix with eight-dimensional keraai) 
making the number of physical fermlonic variables equal to the number of phys
ical (transverse) coordinates of the string. This is the reason why it-symmetry 
Is to crucial for the consistency of the GS superstttns,. The global supeisym-
metry of /•'•*•) can actually be seen to be a combination of the global N - 1 
jupcrsymmetry of (9) and the K-symmetry. The transformations are given by 

» 

Then: is, in fact, another combination that also survives; 

SX* = 0, «S° = *", rJpO^-0 . (22) 

But this has no physical consequences for the present problem. 
It is now straightforward to quantise the above system and obtain the spec

trum. At the massless level the spectrum of this theory Is precisely that of 
N = 1 supergrivity coupled to super Yang-Mills in 10 dimensions. We ehall 
not pursue the details of quantisation of (20) here but proceed on to discuss the 
<T-model interpretation of the GS superstring. The interested reader is invited to 
see the papers by Gross, Harvey, Martinec and RohmMi for details of light-cone 
quantization of the helerotic string. 

3. SUPERSPACE o-MODBLS 

In 10 dimensions the BUpcrepaco which admits o t t i M ' l Buparsyaraietry 
has 10 commuting (bosonic, X"-) and 1G antlcomrnuting (fermionic, f) direc
tions. Let us denote the generators of suportranslatlons on this superspaee by 
(•Pa, Qa). They satisfy the algebra 

\P.,P„) = 0 = (J>.,9«]. { $ « . « » } - -aiTJaft (83) 

and the normalization conditions 

ir(PtPi) = if,,, lr{PnQaQp) = -Gup . (24) 

Consider now an element h of supertranslations, which may be written aa 

h = jX'P.-fQ, (g5) 

Usiflg (23) it is easy to show that 

h-'diii^iVi'Pa-dilfQa (M) 

with Vf defined as in (2). We may, therefore, rewrite the first term in / as 

-1 [ <Ptn''tr(k-ldih)(h-1dih) (27) 

Since the supeispace coordinates [X'.S") parametrize elements of the super-
translation «f oop J~ superPoincare' gnwp/LownU group), (27) may be viewed 
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as the action for a ff-model defined on flat superspace. The second term in I can 
then be understood as the corresponding Wess-Zumino term:15! 

- i / <**«• £*'* tT{tridih){h~lajh.){h-1dih) (28) 

The existence of the Wess-Zumino term in this model can be traced to the fact 
that even flat superspace has torsion, which is reflected in the (anti)eommutat;on 
relations (23). The coefficient of this term is, however, not quantized in ihe 
present case since the integrand in (28) can be written as a total derivative, and 
so this term gives a local action on the world-sheet.ls-18l Its value (relative to the 
first term) is, nevertheless, fixed by the requirement of /c-symmctry as we have 
already seen. In this respect K-symmetry is |Uce the higher (gauge) symmetry 
which ordinary bosonic c-models develop at the infrared-stable fixed point where 
the coefficient of the Wess-Zumino term has a specific value relative to the kinetic 
energy term."' 

The above discussion clarifies in what sense the GS supcrstring may be re
garded as a susersp&ce c-raodel. So far, we have been discussing only the free 
superstring, i.e. flat superspace c-model. To generalize this model to curved 
superspace we seed some tools from superspace differential geometry. We also 
need to know the superspace formulation of supergravity and supcrYang-Mills 
theories. The next section is devoted to building the necessary technology. 

4. SUPERSPACE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY 

Let us consider a superspace with points parametrized in local coordinates 
by Z1* = (X™, C), where Xm are ordinary bosonic world coordinates and C 
are antLcommuti&g fermionic world coordinates. At each point in supersp&ce we 
introduce a set of basis one-forms {tA): 

t* = dZMeM

A , (29) 

where tM*• is the superveilbein. We shall denote its inverse by EA

M: 

<HAEA» = 6M>', EA"*U* = 6A» . ( 3 0 ) 

The tangent-space indices A,B,„, can cither be bosonic a,i,... or fermionic 
a,@,... (We will always contract indices diagonally as in (29] and (30). One 
is, of course, free to make a different choice.) A basis for p-forms is constructed 
from the set {e A } , in the usual way, by forming wedge products, except that the 
wedge product is now graded, i.e, 

e V = _(-)W!*1 <PtA t ( n ) 

where [a] = 0 and [a| = 1. We have omitted an explicit wedge symbol in (31) 
for ease of notation. 
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Under supergcncral coordinate transformations the superveilbeins transform 
as follows: 

2 - Z'= Z'(Z), e M V ) - * « i f V ) = ^ Z W « W ^ ) . (32) 

For infinitesimal transformations, 

6Z = £[Z)1 6*M

A~-£"dNeM

A-3M£t*cN

A . (33) 

The transformation property (32) of the superveilbeins is designed sa that the 
one-form cA transforms as a scalar Le* 

Z - Z \ *A(Z)^t,A{2t)=6A(Z) . (34) 

Vectors transform under the tangent-space group as 

iVA = VBLB

A, SVA = -LA

B VB . (35) 

It is dear that there is some freedom in the choice of the tangent-space group. 
With the most general possible choice (super Lorentz group) one is lead to an 
analogue of Riemannian geometry in superspace. However, in this formulation 
it is not so straightforward to make contact with the ordinary formulation of 
supergravity theories. For this reason we make a more restrictive choice of the 
tangent-space group, namely, we choose it to be the ordinary Lorentz group.* 
This choice implies that the Lie-algebra-valued matrices LA

B must satisfy 

Z.Q» = 0 = L o ° . Lj = \L*V*)a

B , (36) 

as must all other Lic-algobn-valucd tensors. (Here T°l- is a totally antisym-
metrized product of Dirac -/-matrices normalized to unit weight.) As a result of 
(36) a general vector VA splits into two irreducible pieces, namely, an ordinary 
(bosonic) vector V and a spinor V which transform as usual under the Lorentz 
group. 

In curved supcrspucc we also introduce the covariant exterior derivative D — 
dZMDu = tnDA, which may be defined by its action on vector-valued p-forms: 

WA = dVA + VBuB

A, DVA = dVA-(-)*wA

BVB , (37) 

where uA

B = dXMuMA

D — e ^ p / i * is the snpercormection one-form. The 
operator d - dZMdu is the exterior dcrivativs. It satisfies d 3 = 0 and obeys 

* This is the Wcss-Zuniin? formulation df duptfgravity in Jupcnpsce.30) 
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Leibnitz rule with the following sigci convection, given by its action on the product 
flifli, where fli is a p-form: 

d(n,n 2) = ni(dfl2) + (-f( tJn 1)n 2 , (3s) 

Under a supergeneral coordinate transformation the supereonnection one-
form tojj* transforms as a scalar, 

Z -> Z1 = Z\Z), u,A

B{Z) - . JA

B(Z') = u,A

E{Z) , (39) 

while under the tangent-space group it transforms as 

s»A

B = »A

ci>cB-i<AC<*cB-a»A

B • («) 
As a result of (34) and (39) our formalism will be manifestly supcrgcneral co
ordinate invariant (and, therefore, also supcrfiymmetric) if we work with objects 
that caxry no world indices. This is the plan that one follows in formulating 
supergravity in superspace. 

From the superconnection and superveilbein one can construct two basic 
geometrical quantities, namely, the supertorsion two form TA and the supercur-
vature two-form RA

s, as in the ordinary bosonic case: 

VtA=TA , (41) 

In components, 

1 A = \xdZ^i2KT:NU

A = \tf^TBC

A, (43) 

V^ d z M iZ" R™? = k\'°tD RDCA B • ( 4 4 ) 

As a result of our cboice for the tangent-space firoup RA

B and wA

B satisfy 
relations similar to (36). 

An immediate consequence of the definitions of TA and RA ' J is that they must 
satisfy consistency conditions, called Bianchi identities. These can be obtained 
From (41) and (42) by using d1 = 0 and are 

DTA = cB RB

A , (45) 
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DRA

B = 0 . (46) 

It turns out that because of our choice of the tangent-space group the Bianchi 
identities (45) and (46) are not all independent.2 1! One can show that, in fact, 
(46) is identically satisfied by virtue of (45). Thus (45) is the only independent 
3'te.nchi identity. In components it is 

D[ATecf H - T \ A / T k c D m R [ M c D , ( 4 7 ) 

where [ ) represents graded antisymmetrization normalized to unit weight (e.g. 
P[AB) — 5! {PAB - (-)'' 4"D '- f )fl^})- Indices with a caret are excluded from this 
operation. 

So far our discussion has been general, applicable to supcrspaee formulation 
of supergravity in any dimensions. Wc would now like to specialize to JV = 1 
supergravity in 10 dimensions. We must then consider a auperspace of 10 bosonic 
and 16 real fermionic coordinates, i.e. a (10,16) superspace. Also* the tangent-
space group is just the 10-dimensional Lorentz-group, i.e. £0(1,9) . The degrees 
of freedom of N = 1 supergravity in 10 dimensions consist of a gr&viton, an 
antisymmetric (rank two) field, a scalar field (dilation), a gravitino and a 'epin-
| ' field. In order to accommodate each degree of freedom of the theory in the 
8 = 0 component of some superfield we need to introduce a two-form field B, in 
addition to the geometrical objects already introduced: 

B s | dZMdZNBNM = i CPSBCD ( « ) 

The 0 = 0 component of Bmn is just the antisymmetric field mentioned above. 
(The rest of the degrees of freedom of the theory can be accommodated in the 
0 = 0 components of the superveilbein « "̂** in an appropriate gauge, e.g, the 
Wess-Zumino gauge). The way we shall introduce B is by constructing a closed 
three-form H in superspace: 

H = i dZN dZMdZLHLMN = 1 e c t B eA HABe , 
3! 31 ( 4 9 ) 

dH = 0 , 

Because H is closed it can be written, at least locally, as H = dB, where B is the 
desired object. Thus H may be regarded as the field strength for the potential 
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B and (49) as the Bianchi identity following from the definition of H in terms of 
B. In components (49) reads 

D{ABBCD) + I T[AB

B R & C D ) = 0 . (SO) 

The theoretical tools and the various superfields introduced above are nec
essary for a Euperspace formulation of JV s 1 supergravity in 10 dimensions. 
However, the number of ordinary (i.e. x-Bpace) fields that we have introduced is 
far greater than the number of dynamical fields required to describe this theory. 
(Remember, each of the superfields Tj^, H_ABC and RABCD c a n h c written 
as a polynomial in tf, the maximum power of 6 being sixteen. The coefficient 
of each power in 0 is an independent a-space field.) This, li: fact, is a basic 
feature of superspace formulation of all supeisymmetric theories. It "13, therefore, 
necessary to impose constraints on some of the superfields to eliminate the re
dundant a^space fields. Actually it is sufficient to impose constraints on TA^ 
and Bj^c since R-ABC D c a n ̂ e elated to Tj^ using the Bianchi identity (45). 
Once constraints are imposed on TAB

G and HABC (47) and (SO) are no longer 
identically satisfied. In fact, for an appropriate set of constraints some or these 
equations determine all the unconstrained superfields in terms of the dynamical 
(x-spaec) fields (which are undetermined) and the rest provide equations of mo
tion for them. The present formulation is, therefore, an on-shell formulation of 

-mpergravity theories. 

No systematic procedure for determining an appropriate set of constraints in 
.the general case exists. One just proceeds by trial and error. Some simplification 
can, however, always be made. To illustrate this point, and to motivate the set 
of constraints we flhall use, let us rewrite the definition of TAif given in (41) and 
(43) in the following form: 

TAB

C = - 2 D[AEB)

M * M

C . 151) 

Let us now look at one particular component, say, Taa

 P : 

(52) 
= -2EiaEa)

M

CMl>+UaJ , 

where Ea = JS^Sjvf. Also, Taa has the following general decomposition in 
terms of irreducibles of SO(l,9): 

T^^K.Sj + K^AT^J + K^^"")^ • (S3) 

(Note that since the fermionic indices cannot be raised or lowered, the irreducible 
decomposition, of TA& * can only involve even number of -y-matriees. Also, since 

IS 

we are working with 16 x 16 dimensional representation for 7-matiicea we may 
restrict ourselves to a maximum of four ^-matrices.) From (52) and (53) we 
see that J£a&c can be set to zero, without loss of generality, by redefining the 
component w o 6 c of superconnection (since wau$ = J w 0 t e ( r 6 c ) a ^ ) . Thus we may 
write 

TtJ-KaS^ + K^iT^J . (54) 
We emphasize that (54) is quite general and does not constitute a constraint on 
Taa • The redefinition of w f l 6 j : required to bring (53) in the form (54), however, 
shifts the component T ^ s T^ rac of the supertorsion. Thus, we could alter
natively have set Tfl&c to zero and decided to work with (53). But if we use (54) 
Tafic is, in general, not zero. One can similarly redefine away parts of the other 
components of the supertorsion. In this way one is left with a certain minimal set 
of superacids (Ka, idfccdo etc). Any further restrictions on this set constitute 
what we have called constraints. That such restrictions must be imposed is clear 
since the number of i-space fields is still too large, Moreover, it is also clear 
from the above discussion that one can impose different but equivalent, sets of 
constraints. For the theory under discussion there do indeed exist two different 
sets of constraints in the literature. 1 3 , 1 6! One can, however, show that they ate 
equivalent. For our purposes we shall use the following set: 

(55) 
T„f-&.*).'= -T„> , 

with Tjj'", r„&( and ^°*' unconstrained. In addition we will impose the following 
constraint on HABC-

Hap^ = 0 (56) 

Using (55) and (5&) one can now solve for all the unconstrained components in 
terms of the physical (j-pbase) fields and obtain equations of motion for the 
latter. For details we refer the reader to the literature."' 1 6 ' 1 7! Here we only list 
solutions for the components of HABC' 

1 3 

where Xa = Da4> and $ is a scalar superfield. The 8 = Q components of e> 
and \ a are respectively the dilation and the 'spm-1/21 degrees of freedom of 
iO-dimensional JV = 1 supergravity theory. 

Since we shall also he discussing superstring propagation in curved superapace 
Ui the presence of background super Yang-Mills fields, we also nevd to introduce 
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hats the Mttmry iUAf'Ifem. letus denote by A the (Ue-algebra-vahnd in the 
gauge grasp) one-form potential of tuner Yang-Mills theory. The comspondnig 
two form field strength is defined by 

cM+A 2 s .F . (58) 

In components 

P m i dZ^dZ^u - | * ^ e» *•»* . (59) 

Analogous to (45), (46) sad (49) It satisfies a Bianehi identity given by 

PF~dF + lF,A}=0. (60) 
Whue 0 is tha gauge- and Lorents-covartant exterior derivative \n components 
(80) reads 

l>f4FBOi + T{AS

DF6c) = 0. (61) 
One must alio Impose constraint* on FAB <tnce !( his many more x-space fields 
than are needed to describe lO-dttnsnsionsl JV « 1 super Yang-Mills theory. The 
appropriate constraint in this ease Is 

J ^ = 0 . (62) 

It turns out that the theory obtained by solving the Bi&nchi identities (47), 
(10) and (61) under tha constraints (55), (56) and (62) does net describe 10-
dlmenaiesal N = 1 supeigravlty coupled to super Yang-Mills theory. The modi
fication needed to rectify this is simple and aesthetically very beautiful. One is 
only required to change the Blanch! Identity satisfied by H to 

dff = ci ir F* , (63) 

where the tract is tnksn over the gauge group indices and cj is, a. priori, and 
airltrary constant (of length dimensions four). This modified Bianchi identity 
for H together with (47) and the constraints (SB), (as) and (62) completely 
specifies the coupling of supergravlty to super Yang-Mills.17] Moreover, since 
Jr F3 «s duzru, where 

*WM-«r M F - i j l M (64) 

is the super Yaag-Mills Chem-Simmons three-form, we can still construct a two-
form potential S whkh, however, sow satisfies 

<IB = H -C1VWM . (65) 

As a result £ Is no longer gauge-Invariant (since/f is, by definition, so). Infect, 

is 

under the gauge transformation *AA s PA, It teUBforxoa a* 

fABm-citr{/\dA). ((6) 

Modifications similar to (63), (6$) and (66) are abo needed in the x-space version 
of this theory given by Chaplin* and Manton.*1' 

Solving (47), (61) and (63) wader the constraint* («5), (86) and (62) does 
indeed give coupled supergravity - super Yang-Mills equations of motion for the 
physical fields. We refer the reader to the literature1*! for details and quote here 
only the solutions for the components of HABO'< 

/fat-, = -2( ra») 1

JAi, ( f l 7) 

tf.l= = -\*Ut + ^(r s [ a ) 0 p t r ( X V ) , 

where x° is the super Yang-Mills fermlon in terms of which 

F,a - Ftaf^ = -F„ (68) 

solves one of the equations in (61). 
With this rather lengthy but necessary discussion of the 'background' mate

rial we are now ready to discuss supsrstring propagation In background fields. 

5. SUPERSTH1NG IN CURVED SUPERSPACE 
We have already emphasised the Important role that n-symmetry plays in 

the GS formulation or the superstrlng. To consistently couple tha supsrstring to 
background fields we must ensure that the resulting curved suporspace c-model 
possesses K-tyimnetry. As we shall see below this requires that the constraints 
given in (55) and (56) be satisfied. Since these constraints imply supergravity 
equations of motion vis. the Bianchi identities, we then have that supergravlty 
equations of motion for the background fields ensure a consistent coupling of 
these to the superstring. Let us now see in detail how this comes about 

To write down the curved supcrspace <r-model and It* ic-symmetry wo begin 
by rewriting the flat superspace action (9) and St* ic-symmetry (IS) in * fashion 
which will make the transition to curved euperspace almost obvious, (For the 
jnomeut we Ehall ignore the gauge degrees of freedom. These will be reinstated 
in the wart section when we introduce background super Yang-Mills fields.) 
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In flat superspace the superconnection u . & — o And the only nonvanishing 
component of torsion is Tap

a = 2 1 ^ . From the definition of torsion (41) we 
then have 

oV = e V r J 0 , de" = 0 . (69) 

These equations are solved by 

e« = dX* + d S T ^ j " , e° ~ d*"*. (70) 

Thus the flat snpcrveilbein has the following form: 

. / «»' = V «„* = 0 \ 

We can, therefore, rewrite V? and atf* as follows: 

V? = <?, J f + WTl^ = ^ , 2 M e M * , 

aiB* = aiZMtM<' = V? . 

Consider now the three-form E 

(72) 

H = -^eP^V,ga 

Using (69) and the Fierz identity (16) we can readily verify that / / is closed, i.e. 
dH = 0. Moreover, B can also be shown to be exact, i.e. 

H = dB, J^-Ie'eT^*' • (™) 

Th« only nonvanishing components of B are B„ = —But = 1/2 Tu,p$- Using 
(71), (72) and (73) we can recast the Wess-Zumino term in (9) in the following 
form: 

r> vy ap* vall a" 

= f * v? v;(2B a o) 
= f" (V? Vpfl„ + V." Vj'B*.) (74) 

= £" V* V? B C j l 

= £« aa" ^2M BMN . 
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Hence the fiat supcrspace action (9) can be rewritten as 

1 = * I *'* [ r * v ' v > , a i + i £ i i diZ" d'zM SMN] ( 7 S ) 

with f/- = di2Nelf

 A, Also, using (71) we can rewrite the /^symmetry (18) as 

$ZM e M « = 0, « Z % » = 2 ^ 4 . (76) 

The flat superspace action (73) and its ic-symmetry (76) are written in a 
form in which they can be readily extended to curved superspace. Since all the 
world indices (M,JV,...) are contracted these formulae are manifestly invariant 
under supergeneral coordinate tranformations (provided the backgrounds a n 
also tranformed appropriately). However, a naive extension of (75) to curved 
superspace (by simply interpreting tM•* to describe curved snpenpace with Bun 
the corresponding antisymmetric field) does not possess the K-symmetry (76). 
The subtlety is associated with the dilation superacid # and the way it enters in 
the solutions of the Bianchi identity (50) for the various components of H/&0, 
listed in (57). It turns out that the correct action to use is 

|<e«fl = i j dt£ [„# * v(» V/ » „ + £« 3{ZK S,-*« BMH] (77) 

This action possesses the ft-symmetry (76) if the constraints (55) and (£6) are 
satisfied. To verify this statement one proceeds as follows. We have, 

tVf = a,{CZu) eM' + hZM o > w • 

= 9,[(2U e w ") - iZ" dnM• + diZM Scu' 
(78) 

= aiz«sz>*a{httHf 
- -[SZ^eu'Wt »„„' + 2Vf 1-JJ 

where we have used (SI) and (76). Also, using (57) and (76) we get 

He<' diZN djZM B M N ) = £« aa" ^z" az'i.a d{L BMlt)) 
+ surface terms(£.T.) 

= £ * StZ" aiZMSZLH1MN + S.T. (?9) 

= £'' [SZM eM*) 

= { " 2 * y i a $ Vf + \[Vi?j)a

p Afl } + ST. 
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Finally! we also have 

o> = S ZM aM<fi 
(80) 

= VZM «M°) Ao 

which follows from the definition of A a and (76). Using (78), (79) and (SO) one 
can show that 

which vanishes because of the Virasoro constraint Vl = 0. 

We emphasize that we need to use the constraints (55) and (56) to ensure 
that j( f l» J) has ^-symmetry. This result (which requires the background fields 
to satisfy equations of motion of supergravity for a consistent coupling to the 
superstring), true already at the classical level, may be contrasted with the NSR 
formulation of the superstring in which it is the requirement of quantum con-
formal iuvarlance that implies equations of motion for the background fields. Of 
course, since we have used the Virasoro constraint V2 — 0 to prove ^-symmetry, 
we must ensure that I&W has no conformal anomaly. No quantum calculations 
have as yet been carried out with j(B>i)1 but we expect that the requirement 
of (quantum) conformal invariance will not imply any new conditions or the 
background fields. In a sense, then, K-symmetry encodes both the physical su-
persymmetry as well as the conformal invariance of the superstring. 

6. DJTROD"CDJC BACKGROUND SUPER YANG-MILLS FIELDS 

So far we have ignored the gauge degrees of freedom of the superstring. We 
would now like to reinstate these and extend the analysis of the previous section 
to the case in which background super Yang-Milk fields are also present. It is 
of interest to do so since vacuum configurations of string field theory having 
nonvanishing Yang-Mills fields seem to be phenomenologically promising.3' 

The gauge part of the free hetcrotic superstring is given in (10), which we 
rewrite here for convenience. 

l y u ° h / d J <***-^ (8i) 
To couple background super Yai'g-Mills fields to the superstring one obvious 
change that we must make is to replace the ordinary derivative in (SI) by the 

l» 

gauge — covariant derivative. This gives 

fiP-&J*trw-*r, (82) 
where 

A- = d-ZMAM being the projection on the world-sheet of the 10-dimensional 
super Yang-Mills potential AM. Since A- transforms under s R-transformation, 
the gauge part or the superstrmg action ia no longer trivially rt-invariant. For 
correct coupling to background super Yang-Mills fields we must, therefore, check 
whether (82) is it-invariant or not. To do so we need to find out how A_ trans
forms under (76). We have, 

i A- = a-[ezu) A M + a.zM SAM 

= 3.{SZM AM) - iZM d.AM + S.ZMSAM 
(84) 

= 3-(SZM AM) + d.Ztf 6ZM a^A^ 

= 0- A« +a-z"szM FMN 
where 

P-A, = a_ At+iA.A.), A K = SZMAM- (SS) 

Now, using the super Yang-Mills constraint (62), the solution (68) for P„ and 
the Virasoro constraint V* = 0, wo can show that 

tA. = V- A« . (86) 

Thus, the K variation of A- is a field-dependent gauge transformation. Therefore, 
contrary to what happens in the free case, in the presence of background super 
Yang-Mills fields the superstring action possesses K-symmctry only if the gauge 
fermions ^° transform by a gauge transformation: 

*V>'-(A»^)' . (87) 

WitL this transformation rule for tj>' lyM is s-invariant. One might, there
fore, conclude that the total action /(»«*) + ij*W) is admissible as a proper 
description of the aupcrstring propagating in curved superspace in the presence 
of background super Yang-Mills fields. Further reflection, however, shows that 
there are serious problems with the above system. As discussed below these 
problems and their resolution arc intimately connected with the properties of 
the field theory I'mit of the cupcrstring. 
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A puzzling: aspect of the above analysis is that in proving the jc-invariance 
of 4 5 ? ) we implicitly wnvnud that I&ri is separately s-invariant, which is 
true only if we assume that H satisfies the Bianchi identity (49). However, as 
mentioned before t i e constraints ($5), ($6) and (62) and the Bianchi identities 
(43), (49) sod (60) do nsi imply coupled supergravity - super Yang-Mills equa
tions of motion. What we have abc" , is, therefore, somewhat surprising since, in 
analogy with -he pure supergravity rase, one would have expected to have used 
the coupled equations of motion to ensure the ic-symmetry of the substring. 
The resolution of this puisle is deeply connected with the other, more serious, 
problum that the above system has. The gauge fermions ^' are 2-dimensional 
chiral fermions and the action /{.jj ' involves chiral gauge couplings. So the 
(background) gauge symmetry of this action ha? an anomaly. As a consequence 
of this and the fact that the /e-transformation of t / is a gauge transformation, the 
(C-symmetry is also anomalous. The resolution of this problem lies in adopting 
the modified Bianchi identity (63) for H. This is satisfying since it also resolves 
the puzzle mentioned above. 

One result of using (63) instead of (49) is that the two-form potential fl is no 
.longer gauge-invariant but transforms as in (66). This has the welcome feature, 
familiar from a similar phenomenon that occurs in purely bosonic c-mudels,6' of 
removing the gauge anomaly from 4"M • Less obvioua is the fact that it also 
eliminates the anomaly in the K-symmetry, as we shall now show. 

We start by integrating out the gauge fermioiia from lyE^- in perturbation 
theory the resulting effective action, Iy^ , can be written as the sum of n-point 
functions all of which, except for « = 2 , » H finite by power counting. Thus, 
although the gauge field couples to 0* only through A-, the effective action 
acquires a dependence on A+ through the regularization needed for the 2-point 
function. Now, the gauge-variation of /j^J" r w b e shown to be equal to the 
anomaly 

W f i f = J7 / <*'£ f * tr(AcUj.) d8) 

Since the nonlocal part of the effective action is a functional of A- only, the 
effective action must contain a local piece equal to - j | j / r f*£ tr(A+A-) in order 
to reproduce (88). We may, therefore, write the result of integrating tl>' from 

45J° -

Before proceeding further we remark here that cancellation of the anomaly in 
(88) by the change in J^B") (induced by the anomalous transformation law of fl, 
(66)) fixes the arbitrary constant ci to bo -1 /16 . More precisely, if we restore 
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the ten-dimensional gauge coup ting constant Sio, Newton's constant fcjo and the 
slope parameter a' in ths action then the anomaly cancellation gives the heterotie 
string relation ffio/*io ~ l/v/a". It is interesting that this result follows from 
purely c-model considerations. 

We are now ready to show that fln'® + lffi/] is invariant under (76). The 
proof rests on the observation made earlier in (86), namely, that the <c-variation 
of A- is just a gauge transformation. This is crucial for the present analysts 
since it allows us to compute the ft-varlation of (89) without knowing the exa>.t 
form of G. In fact, using (88), (89), (88) and the expression for re-variallon of 
A+, 

W + = 5 + A « + x

0 ( / V + ^ . ) J 1 c + a , (90) 
which can be obtained as for A-, we get 

4 » " = ^ / d ! « £ * ' tr(A« aA> - i b /*« tr(xa(y+y-)f *+* *-) 
(91) 

To fmd the ic-vaiiation of the total action j(«»l«J + j j^f l we must add to (91) 
the K-variation of j ( B ' l i ) . The B-variation of the fi-term is 

6(£f diZN djZM BMN) 

= r"> dtZN djZM SZL{ 3 S^BMHJ) +S.T. 

- £«'»' 8iZN djZM iZL{ Hunt - 8 c , ( « j y M ) , t M W ) ) + S.T. 

where in the last equality we have v:>ed (65). The s-variation of the lint term in 
}{Bii) combines with the .H-term above and vanishes as in the pure supergravity 
case. The UZYM P* e c e contributes 

^Jd?t£iUr{^diAi + X

a(yly.)f**l)Aj} . (92) 

Using ci = -1 /16 and the Virasoro constraint V* = 0 one can verify that the 
sum of (91) and (92) vanishes. 

We thus have now an action which consistently couples the superitring to 
background super Yang-Mills fields in curved superspicj, 
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7. OUTLOOK 

There are several problems and questions that have been left unresolved by 
the analysis of the last few sections. Among them a relatively more serious one 
ia the fact thlt the model described by /(*('! i> expected to hive a Lorentz 
anomaly. The reason far this is that in the physical (light-cone) gauge the 0's 
are ^-dimensional chiral fermions and so in the presence of background fields 
they have chiral couplings to the spin connection. In the case of purely bosonic 
c-modell a similar problem arises*! which is resolved by ascribing an anomalous 
transformation Uw to the antisymmetric field under local Lorent2 rotations, much 
like the modification wc needed in the presence of background sAiper Yang-Mills 
fields. It has been suggested that a supersymmetric extension of this might work 
in the present case also.1 3! In effect, what this means is that we must further 
modify the Bianchi identity satisfied by H to read 

AH = c i trF= + c 2 l r B J (93) 

where Ca is, a priori, an arbitrary parameter and the trace in the second term 
is over tangeiit space indices. A detailed analysis of the resulting supergravity 
theory for the background fields has as yet not been carried out, but there are 
indications that the equations of motion of this theory cannot be obtained in a 
closed form but only as infinite expansions in the parameter Ci?1^ So the whole 
thing starts looking more and more like the GS mechanism1) for the anomaly 
cancellation in the field theory limit of the superstring. It is, therefore, tempting 
to speculate that (93) describes some sort of field theory limit of the superstring 
theory, but that it is really so is far from clear. Moreover, it has not yet been 
verified that (93) actually removes the Lorentz anomaly from /(•B»J) and that 
this Bianehi identity is consistent with K-symmetry, A thorough investigation of 
this problem is clearly required. One expects that this will also fix cj in the same 
manner as ci was fixed by thv cancellation of the gauge anomaly. 

Another aspect of the superspace c-models that remains poorly understood 
is the nature of it-symmetry. It is true that we have learnt to efficiently use 
fl>symmetry as a guiding principle Tor building consistent superspace u-models. 
Nevertheless, a deeper understanding of its nature and its connection with the 
symmetries of the lb-dimensional field theory is dearly desirable. 

Finally, there is still the problem of finding a manifestly covariant and super-
symmetric description of the superstring. Such a description is clearly needed 
for a manifestly covariant and superaymmetric formulation of superstring field 
theory. Some progress in this direction has been claimed in Ref. 23 but this 
formulation appears to have problems,34) Clearly much work remains to be done. 
We hope that these lectures have sufficiently aroused your interest to actively 
pursue answers to some of the questions and problems mentioned above, 
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